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Operational Call Outs  May:-   
5th May -  A 42’ plant yacht travelling from The Abrolhos to Shark Bay, was inundated by 
heavy seas and had to abandon ship about 60 nautical miles north of Kalbarri along the 
Zuytdorp cliffs. Their EPERB was activated and the SES provided a qualified air observer 
who assisted in the rescue of two sailors. A local wet-liner boat was fortunately in the area 
and was guided to the location and performed the rescue. 
 

Training :- 
 

Weekend 4th  - 6th May. - A full Single Rope Rescue 
(SRR) was conducted with local and FESA Geraldton 
instructors, for Kalbarri and Geraldton Volunteers.  
The 9 metre training tower was used initially followed 
by Instruction in the ’real’ environment out in the Mur-
chison River Gorges in the Kalbarri National Park. 
Instructors kept a close watch over the trainees with 
emphasis on safety and techniques in use. The train-
ing tower providing an ideal situation enabling the in-
structors to be up close and personal with the train-
ees particularly necessary during the initial training 
sessions. 
 

14th May  - A quiz night was held with all things 
Comms and NURE to follow up the recent courses to 
make a ‘fun’ refresher, to re-enforce the theory and 
practical application conducted during the courses.  
 

28th - May. With the winter storms bound to affect the 
region within the next few months, a roof safety sys-
tem training night was held.  
 

Fund Raising Activities -  
The ESL and grants we can obtain (like the Royalties 
for Regions support for the training tower) , can only 
supply a certain amount. So the SES has been fund-
raising with meat packs for a small Zodiac which will 
be able to navigate up the Murchison River shallows 
and to assist with rescues from ‘The Loop’ where ac-
cess and retrieval is difficult. The Zodiac will be used 
to float rescued people to easier access points further 
down the river....- [Mac Holt]    

June  2012 Training/Activity schedule :-  
Date   Time Activity        Organiser(s) 
Weekend 2nd 3rd  Community support & safety for Canoe & Cray Carnival Steve C/Rae 
Monday 11th 18:45`Cliff Training + Store systems     Steve D/Loni 
Weekend 15th-17th  Generic Leadership Course (Geraldton)   Regional 
Monday 25th  18:45 Generic Leaders scenario setup and team challenges Dan/Beno/Brandon 
One Day in June ?? All Town Emergency Services Response Scenario.  LEMC 

Want to learn new skills?   -   Are you up to the challenge ?   -   Then phone 0417994277. 


